Cloud Governance Project
Stakeholders

Others
Below are measures insurers, corporate auditors, utility companies, and other key stakeholders
can take to make progress on individual cloud governance issues. Issues for which these
stakeholders do not play a clear role have been excluded for concision.

Security & Robustness
Cloud Certification and Auditing
•

International standard setting bodies: Lay out high-level best practices for increasing the
consistency of certification requirements across sectors and functions.

Incident Handling Procedures
•
•
•

Insurers: Consider making reporting requirements a condition for coverage.
Insurers: Collaborate in the development of standards to ensure confidentiality in
sharing of sensitive incident information. (Shared with Cloud Providers and Customers.)
Insurers and credit rating agencies: Work with cloud providers, customers, and other
key stakeholders to determine appropriate disclosure constituencies, documentation,
and timelines.1 (Shared with Governments, Cloud Providers, and Customers.)

Resilience
Data Retrievability and Back-up Arrangements
•

•

Insurers: To encourage widespread and effective use of data retrievability and backup
arrangements, insurers may consider requiring data retrievability and backup
arrangements as part of their conditions for coverage.
Insurers: Facilitate conversations between governments, customers, and providers on
the latter’s global dependencies and common mode failures.

Government Intervention in Extremis
•

Work with cloud providers or third-party insurers to ensure sensitive data is protected
against potential abuse or mismanagement in the event of government intervention.
(Shared with cloud providers.)

•
•

•

Enterprise customers: Ensure they are insured against potential abuse or data
mismanagement in cases of intervention. (Shared with cloud providers.)
Enterprise customers: Participate in working groups between governments, providers,
and enterprise customers to delineate clear “disaster level” thresholds for government
takeover and eventual release. (Shared with governments and cloud providers.)
Enterprise customers: Increase cooperation with governments and providers by
participating in joint preparedness exercises. (Shared with governments and cloud
providers.)

Insurance for Cloud Services
•
•
•
•
•

•

Insurers: May require transparency and reporting measures before agreeing to provide
coverage.
Insurers: May partner with cloud2 as well as to drive mainstream adoption of cyber
insurance by customers.3
Insurers: Establish standards for transparency on customer’s economic burden for
insurance products.
Insurers: Help develop a common method for assessing the cost of business interruption
arising through cloud events. (Shared with Cloud Providers and Enterprise Customers.)
Insurers: Establish multi-stakeholder dialogues (involving (re)insurers, government,
providers, and so on) to increase transparency and understanding around responsibility
and accountability in the event of backstopping.
Insurers: Help identify the conditions under which government backstopping
mechanisms would take effect. (Shared with Governments, Cloud Providers, and
Enterprise Customers.)

Portability and Interoperability
•

Third-party vendors: Promote, create, and promulgate adaptation tools.

Prosperity & Sustainability
Environmental, Community, and Energy Market Impact
•

Utility companies: Collaborate with cloud providers to identify “brownfield” sites4 for
constructing dedicated utility-scale electricity generation projects. (Shared with cloud
providers.)

Human & Civil Rights
Cloud Access Restrictions and Content Moderation

•

Independent, third-party corporate auditors: Carry out algorithmic audits of cloud
providers’ and their customers’ content moderation technologies.

Ensuring a Beneficial and Safe Digital Environment for Groups with Special Requirements
•

International organizations: Spearhead or expand current initiatives that ensure a safe
and beneficial digital environment for vulnerable groups.5

Privacy Protections
•

•

Civil rights and other nongovernmental public interest groups: Consult relevant parties
(for example, privacy professionals and consumer groups) to craft policies that ensure
user privacy and vital information is protected. Then, provide government or
corporations with these recommendations.
Civil rights and other nongovernmental public interest groups: Provide victims of privacy
intrusion with legal counsel, represent them in cases of legal dispute.
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